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Diversity is important

Cardinale et al. (2012) Science



Changes in diversity are hard to predict
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Outline

• Biodiversity obscures the mechanisms ecologists tend to study

• Mechanisms that change species’ rarity change biodiversity

• Contemporary changes reflect these mechanisms





Part 1: Biodiversity obscures the mechanisms 
ecologists tend to study

• Biotic interactions and diversity have different units

• Graphical methods can be used to link the units

• These show how different biotic interactions can have identical 
effects on diversity



Community ecology has been concerned with 
biotic interactions



Biotic interactions change absolute 
abundances
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Diversity summarizes information on relative 
abundances
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Diversity misses changes in abundance

Decline



Diversity misses changes in abundance

Decline Growth



Diversity misses changes in abundance

Decline Growth Replacement



Phase portraits tend to present absolute 
abundances
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We can fix this

abundance frequency diversity



The paper outlines the math

Lotka-Volterra model

Replicator equation

Change in diversity
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Different species interactions can produce the 
same diversity change



Different species interactions can produce the 
same diversity change

Ayala et al. 1973



Different species interactions can produce the 
same diversity change



When it comes to diversity, we can learn from 
(old) twitter



Summary part I

• Biotic interactions change absolute abundances but diversity depends 
on relative abundances

• Phase portraits can be modified to link biotic interactions and 
diversity

• These methods make clear that many biotic interactions can produce 
the same changes in diversity



ConclusionsPart II: Mechanisms that change species’ 
rarity change biodiversity





Individuals and biodiversity
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Each individual is assigned a rarity score
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It helps me to picture these rarity scores
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Overall diversity is an average of these scores
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I’ll call these rarity scores z
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Change in diversity

𝑑
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Change in diversity

Analogous to the Price equation in evolutionary theory

• Selection describes changes in relative abundances

• Transmission describes unintuitive changes in diversity, often due to 
species replacements
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Selection and transmission can cancel



Selection and transmission can cancel



The mechanisms interact in nature



Two bouts of selection for Brachionus rubens



In one period rarity changes mask selection 



New rules for diversity change

• Diversity summarizes individual rarity scores

• Selection occurs when rare species increase in relative abundance

• Transmission describes unintuitive shifts in rarity



ConclusionsPart III: measuring diversity change at large 
spatial scales





Diversity is organized spatially



Beta diversity: dissimilarity among communities
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Spatial patterns of diversity change over time
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Biotic homogenization: decrease in beta diversity
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In this section I will

• Identify individual contributions to beta diversity

• Use this to define mechanisms shaping diversity

• Measure these contributions in nature



Diversity component Individual’s 
contribution

Visualized

Overall diversity 
(gamma)

Diversity within 
communities (alpha)

Diversity among 
communities (beta)
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Diversity component Individual’s 
contribution

Visualized

Overall diversity 
(gamma)

Diversity within 
communities (alpha)

Diversity among 
communities (beta)
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Diversity component Individual’s 
contribution

Visualized

Overall diversity 
(gamma)

Diversity within 
communities (alpha)

Diversity among 
communities (beta)
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𝑧𝑖𝛽 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝𝑖|𝑗



Selection on 𝑧𝑖𝛽
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Transmission on 𝑧𝑖𝛽
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Blue mountains of Jamaica

Tanner 1977 plots established to compare nutrient rich and nutrient poor forests

Nutrient poor Mor site



Long-term diversity change

Shannon entropy for 
four sites in the blue mountains

(Tanner and Bellingham 2006)



rarity of individuals among sites

Generalist Specialist Rare



Biotic homogenization post hurricane?

Selection on relative rarity

Change in relative rarity

Recruitment (arrival of new species)



Selection

Transmission

Recruitment (arrival of new species)



Conclusions part III

• Individuals make contributions to diversity at large spatial scales

• Mechanisms such as selection, transmission and immigration can be 
measured

• In the blue mountains, these mechanisms were indifferent to 
hurricane damage



Overall summary

• Biotic interactions have unintuitive effects on diversity

• Tracking individual contributions helps us to recognize the 
mechanisms of diversity change

• These mechanisms can be generalized across spatial scales



Conclusions
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Example similar competitors



Example from a dynamic model

diversityabundance


